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Abstract 

This paper gives an elementary proof of the tractabil- 
ity of a sub-class of temporal relations in Allen’s al- 
gebra and related temporal calculi, the class of pre- 
convex relations. In Allen’s case, this subclass coin- 
cides with the class of ORD-Horn relations. Nebel 
and Biirckert defined ORD-Horn relations and proved 
that path-consistency is a sufficient condition for con- 
sistency of a network for this sub-class. We prove a 
stronger result: for each path-consistent network in 
the sub-class, we give an effective method for con- 
structing a feasible scenario without backtrack. 

Introduction 
In a remarkable paper, Nebel and Biirckert (Nebel & 
Biirckert 1994) proved two results about a subclass of 
Allen’s algebra, the class of ORD-Horn relations: 

e A constraint network with labels in the ORD-Horn 
class is consistent if and only if it is path-consistent. 

o The class of ORD-Horn relations is the maximal sub- 
class of Allen’s algebra containing the atomic rela- 
tions, closed by non empty intersection, conversion 
and composition which is tractable. 

This paper is concerned with the first result’. Nebel 
and Biirckert results raised three questions: 

e The class of ORD-Horn relations is defined as the 
set of relations which can be represented by Horn 
clauses in a suitable language involving the end 
points of the intervals. This is not a very convenient 
definition for practical purposes. 

‘In another p a p er, we give au elementary proof of the 
basic fact used in Nebel and Btickert’s second result, 
namely the fact that any subclass in Allen’s algebra which 
contains all atomic relations and has suitable closure prop- 
erties contains one of four specific relations. This fact was 
obtained by Nebel and Biirckert using machine enumera- 
tion of all possible cases. 

e The proof of the consistency of path-consistent net- 
works relies on the properties of Horn theories. The 
question whether an independent proof of the same 
fact exists seemed in order, especially since analo- 
gous questions arise in higher dimensional calculi. 

e Given a temporal constraint network with relations 
in the ORD-Horn class which is path-consistent, are 
there any procedures for determining a feasible sce- 
nario without backtrack? 

In a 1994 paper, Ligozat (Ligozat 1994) gives an 
answer to the first question. Namely, ORD-Horn rela- 
tions are shown to have a very simple definition: Define 
the dimension of an atomic relation as 2 - #(coincid- 
ing boundaries). Among the 13 atomic relations, six 
relations are of dimension 2: p (precedes), o (overlaps), 
d (during), p-, o- , and d-; equality eq is of dimen- 
sion 0, the other six relations being of dimension 1. 
Then ORD-Horn relations are characterized as those 
relations which can be made into convex relations by 
adding only lower-dimensional atoms. 

This gives a very simple criterion for testing whether 
a given relation belongs to the class. (Independently, 
Isli (Isli 1994) g ave another criterion based on differ- 
ent principles). Another advantage of this definition is 
that it allows a simple proof of the fact that the class is 
closed by composition. By contrast, Nebel and Biirck- 
ert’s original proof of this fact involved a very careful 
and detailed analysis of the logical situation. 

The question whether the tractability of ORD-Horn 
relations could be connected to their “geometric” char- 
acterization remained open. Another aspect of the 
same question arises in higher dimensions: In the case 
of generalized intervals in the sense of (Ligozat 1990; 
1991) (Allen’s ordinary intervals are 2-intervals), anal- 
ogous definitions of a ORD-Horn class and of a pre- 
convex class can be given too. The definition of the 
first class extends Nebel and Biirckert’s, whereas the 
definition of the pre-convex class uses the geometric 
characterization mentioned above. However, for higher 
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dimensions (n-intervals, for n > 2)) the class of pre- 
convex relations is significantly bigger, as remarked in 
(Ligozat 1994). H ence, another question arises: if the 
tractability result extends at all, does it extend to the 
whole pre-convex class, or only to the ORD-Horn sub- 
class? 

In this paper, we give an elementary proof of 
tractability for the class of ORD-Horn (or equivalently, 
pre-convex relations) in Allen’s algebra, and sketch 
briefly how the proof can be extended to the higher 
dimensional case. 

In fact, we prove a stronger result, which is con- 
nected to the effective way of how a feasible sce- 
nario can be determined, given a path-consistent net- 
work. We show that the following strategy for choos- 
ing an atomic label on the network is always success- 
ful: choose successively, among the allowed atomic re- 
lations, a relation of the highest possible dimension. 

As remarked by Bessikre (personal communication) 
this result shows that the class of path-consistent pre- 
convex networks exemplifies an interesting property, 
which might be called generic decomposability, and is 
intermediate between minimality and decomposability. 

Our proof is based on the following intuition about 
pre-convex relations: a pre-convex relation is basically 
a convex relation, i.e., it gives a convex constraint, 
excluding only some more particular atomic relations 
(that is, only the coincidency of some boundaries is 
disallowed). Hence, we can first relax the constraints a 
bit, and choose a scenario for the corresponding convex 
network, which is easily shown to be path-consistent, 
hence globally consistent. We cannot expect in gen- 
eral to get a scenario for the original network, and in 
fact do not, as the counter-example of van Beek (van 
Beek 1990) h s ows for the smaller class of pointizable 
relations. However, if the scenario is chosen to be suf- 
ficiently general, in the sense that boundaries will not 
be chosen to coincide unless we are compelled to do so, 
we might hope that it will in fact avoid the particular 
relations excluded by the original network. 

Our proof shows that this strategy indeed works, and 
that dimension, which gives a measure of how many 
boundaries coincide, can be consistenly maximized in 
a path-consistent, pre-convex network. 

The main result 
Allen’s algebra IA has 13 atomic relations, denoted 
by p (precedes), m (meets), o (overlaps), s (starts), d 
(during), their converses p” , m” , o- , s- , d” , and eq 
(equals). 

Basic operations in Allen’s algebra are intersection, 
conversion, and composition. We denote by ((Y o p) the 
composition of CE with ,8. 

A 

I ,o ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 _ 

Figure 1: Atomic relations in Allen’s algebra 

In (Ligozat 1991), Ligozat introduced the canonical 
representation of Allen’s atomic relations as pairs of in- 
tegers between 0 and 4. This representation gives the 
set of atomic relations a partial order structure which 
makes it into a distributive lattice, with p = (0,O) 
as the bottom element, and p” = (4,4) as the top 
element. Precedence in the lattice is defined compo- 
nentwise: (~1, Q) < (si , sa) if and only if ~1 < si and 
~2 < ~2. (See Figure 1). 

In that way, an arbitrary relation is 
a subset of the lattice. 

represented as 

We consider two subclasses of relations in Allen’s al- 
gebra: convex relations, and ORD-Horn, or pre-convex 
relations. 

Convex relations are those relations which cor- 
respond to intervals in the lattice. For instance, 
(m, 0, s, f7 eq) is a convex relation, because it con- 
tains all elements of the lattice between m and eq. 

If T and s are two atomic relations such that r < s, 
we denote by [T, s] the convex relation which contains 
all elements between Y and s. 

Referring to Fig. 1, notice that some atomic relations 
are represented by white circles (namely, p, o, d, d” , 
o-, p”). Let us talk about white atomic relations 
about them, and refer to the other atomic relations as 
black relations. 

Pre-convex relations are those relations which can be 
obtained from a convex relation by removing only black 
relations. For example, (0, s, f-} is a pre-convex rela- 
tion, since it can be obtained from [o, eq] by removing 
eq, which is a black relation. By contrast, (0, d, d’} is 
not pre-convex. 

In (Ligozat 1994) Ligozat proved that pre-convex re- 
lations are exactly the same relations as ORD-Horn re- 
lations, in the sense of Nebel and Biirckert (Nebel & 
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Biirckert 1994). Y 
We consider binary constraint networks on Allen’s 

algebra. 

Notations 0 d- 

A binary constraint network N on the interval alge- 
bra IA is defined as: f’ b 

1. A set of nodes (Xi), 1 5 i 5 m. 

2. For each pair (i, j), 1 5 i, j 5 m a relation oi,j in 

cl 0 

m 
U 

IA. 

We assume that cuj,i is the converse of oi ,j , and that 
oi,i is equality, for all i. 

---El 
/ 

A network is path-consistent if each label oi,j con- 
tains at least an atomic relation, and (o;,joaj,k) _> oi,k 
for all i, j, k, 1 5 ;, j, k 5 m. 

An instantiution of a variable Xi is a pair of real 
numbers (ai, bi), with ai < bi. If instantiations are 
given for Xi and Xj, there is exactly one atomic rela- 
tion r such that the interval (ai, bi) is in relation r with 
respect to (aj , bj). We say that the two instantiations 
of Xi, Xj instantiate r. 

Figure 2: Regions associated to atomic relations in 
Allen’s algebra 

Subclasses of Allen’s algebra 

A network is globally consistent if instantiations can 
be found for each Xi such that for each pair (i, j) an 
element in oif is instantiated on the edge (a, j). Such 
a global instantiation is also called a feasible scenario 
for the network. Hence global consistency means that 
such a feasible scenario exists. 

Path consistency amounts to the fact that, for each 
set of three nodes, and for any instantiation of two vari- 
ables Xi and Xj instantiating an element in oi,j, there 
exists an instantiation of Xk which yields instantia- 
tions of oi,k and ok,j for the other two pairs of nodes. 

One of the main results of Nebel and Biirckert’s pa- 
per is the following: 

Allen’s relations as regions in the plane 
We already discussed the canonical representation of 
Allen’s relations. Another representation of Allen’s re- 
lations is in terms of regions in the Euclidean plane. 
Namely, an interval in Allen’s framework is defined 
by a pair of real numbers (X, Y) such that X < Y. 
Hence the set of all intervals in that sense can be iden- 
tified with the half plane W defined by the inequation 
X < Y in the (X, Y)-plane. Let (a, b) be a fixed in- 
terval. Then, for each atomic relation r, (x, y) is in 
relation r with respect to (a, b) if and only if (z, y) be- 
longs to a well defined region in the half plane which 
we denote by reg(r, (a, b)). For instance, the region 
associated to o is defined by X < Y, X < a, a < Y < b. 
(See Figure 2). 

Theorem 1 Any path-consistent network labeled by 
ORD-Horn relutions is consistent. 

More generally, each relation Q is represented by a 
region reg(cu, (a, b)) which is the union of reg(r, (a, b)) 
for r E Q. 

Nebel and Biirckert’s proof of this fact uses prop- 
erties of Horn theories. By contrast, the main result 
of this paper is an elementary proof of the stronger 
statement: 

Theorem 2 Let N = ((Xi), (1 2 i 5 m), (ai,j), 
(1 5 i, j 5 m)) be a path-consistent network labeled 
by pre-convex relations. Then a feasible scenario can 
be obtained in the following way: Successively choose 
instantiations of the Xis for 1 5 i 5 m in szsch a way 
that for each i, Xi has as the maximal number of points 
distinct from (uk, bk), k = 1,. . . , i - 1 allowed by the 
Zabels on (i, k). 

We define the dimension of a relation as the dimen- 
sion of the associated region. 

Clearly, among the atomic relations, p, o, d and their 
converses are of dimension 2; m, s, f and their con- 
verses are of dimension 1; eq is the only atom (hence 
the only relation) of dimension 0. 

Topological closures 
Because the regions associated to the relations in 
Allen’s algebra are subsets in the plane, it makes sense 
to consider their topological closures in the half plane 
hl[. Clearly too, the closure of each region associated to 
an atom is obtained by adding all neighboring regions. 
For instance, the closure of (the region associated to) o 
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(see Figure 2) contains (the regions associated to) m, 
s, f” and eq. 

We define the topological closure of a relation cr as 
the set of relations associated to the closure of its as- 
sociated region. 

We denote by C(Q) the topological closure of cy. For 
instance, the preceding example shows that C(o) = 
im, 0, s, f” , 4. 

The topological closure operator does not commute 
with composition. However, the continuity of compo- 
sition is expressed by the following fact: 

Proposition 1 For all relations CY, ,8, we have 
C(Q) 0 C(P) E C(Qf 0 P). 

Convex and pre-convex relations 
We already defined convex relations as those relations 
which are represented by intervals in the canonical rep- 
resent ation. 

In terms of regions, a relation cy is convex if and 
only if its associated region reg(a, (a, b)) has convex 
projections, and coincides with 

(m&7(% (a, b))) x PabY+% (a, b)))) t-7 H 

For any relation a, there is a smallest convex relation 
1(a) containing it. We call this relation the convex 
closure of a. 

Convex closure obviously commutes with conversion. 
It also commutes with composition: 
Proposition 2 For any pair of relations a and ,B, we 
have 

I(a 0 $6) = I(a) 0 I(@). 

Corollary 1 If N is a path-consistent network, then 
I(N) is path-consistent. 

We can now give a alternative definition of pre- 
convex relations in terms of convex and topological 
closures: 
Definition 1 A relation a is pre-convex if it satisfies 
one of the following equivalent conditions: 

1. The topological closure of Q is convex. 

2. I(a) c C(o!,. 

9. I(Q) \ a is a union of relations of dimension smaller 
than dim(a). 

The following results are proved in (Ligozat 1994): 

Proposition 3 The class of pre-convex relations is 
closed by non empty intersection, conversion, and com- 
position. 

Proposition 4 The class of pre-convex relations in 
Allen’s algebra coincides with the class of ORD-Horn 
relations. 

Regions associated to pre-convex relations 
In the representation of relations as regions, pre-convex 
relations are “almost” convex, in the sense that their 
regions are obtained from those of convex relations by 
removing only lower dimensional pieces. Consider for 
instance the region associated to (0, s, f-} (Fig. 2). 
It is obtained from the region defined by X < Y, X 2 
a,a < Y 5 b by removing the point X = a,Y = b 
corresponding to eq. 

More precisely, we have the following properties: 
Let R = reg(a, (a, b)) be th e region associated to 

a pre-convex relation Q. Let R’ = reg(I(cu), (a, b))), 
where 1(a) is the convex closure of a. Recall that EI 
denotes the half plane defined by X < Y in the (X, Y)- 
plane. Then: 

1. R’ = (prl(R’) x pra(R’)) n H. 

2. R’ is the convex closure of R. 

3. reg(l(cy), (a, b)) \ reg(a, (a, b)) is contained in the 
union of vertical and horizontal lines defined by 
X = a, X = b, Y = a, Y = b. 

4. If (2, y) is such that x E prl(R’), y E prs(R’), and 
(x, y} is disjoint from {a, b}, then (x, y) instantiates 
a relation of maximal dimension in R. 

Fixed points of pre-convex relations 
The following result is a crucial component of the 
proof: 

Proposition 5 Let cy be a pre-convex relation of di- 
mension d. If r is an atom of maximal dimension d in 
a, and r’ any atomic relation in a, then all 2 -d pairs 
of endpoints which coincide in r also coincide in r’. 

Proof 
The conclusion is vacuous if d = 2. If d = 0, then 

cl! = eq, hence r = r’ = eq. Finally, a l-dimensional 
pre-convex relation of dimension 1 is either m, m” , or 
a subset of [s, s-1, or a subset of [f-, f]. Hence the 
conclusion holds in all cases (see alsoProposition 7). 

Proof of the main result 
Convex regions on the real line: Helly’s 
theorem in dimension I 
The following result is a slightly more precise version 
of Helly’s theorem (Chv&tal 1983) in dimension 1: 

Lemma 1 Let Ii, 1 5 i 5 n be a finite family of convex 
subsets of the real line R. If the subsets are pairwise 
intersecting, then the intersection I of all Ii is non 
empty. 

Moreover, either I is of dimension 1, or there exists 
io such that I = Ii, (and Ii0 is a point), or there exist 
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Xl (al, h) 
(Y/4 

il and i2 such that both Ii, and Ii2 are intervals, and 
I is at the same time the right endpoint of Ii1 and the 
left endpoint of Ii,. 

Proof 
Non empty convex subsets in the real line are either 

points, or intervals, which can then be finite or infinite, 
open, closed, or semi-closed. For each 1i, consider its 
left limit point and right limit point (using -oo and 
+oc if necessary). 

Consider among the left limit points of all lis the 
rightmost one u (by convention, we put u = --00 if all 
lis begin at -00). Let v, with the same conventions, 
be the leftmost of all right limit points. Since we are 
dealing with a finite family, u is the left limit point of 
one subset in the family, say of li 1, and v is the right 
limit point of liz. Now the intersection of Ii1 and Ii2 
must be non empty. This is only possible if u 2 v. 

If u < v, any Ii in the family has its left limit point 
less than or equal to u, and its right limit point greater 
than or equal to v. Hence any point in ]u, v[ belongs 
to the intersection, which is of dimension 1. 

Ifu= v, then u must belong to the subsets Ii, and 
I iz. If one at least of them is a point, we can choose 
(one of) the corresponding index(es) as is. If none is, 
both are of dimension 1, and the lemma is proved. 

In the following two lemmas, X, X1, X2 is a path- 
consistent network with three nodes. We call a, ,O, 
y respectively the labels on (X, Xi), (X,X2) and 
(X2, Xi). We consider a given instantiation of y by 
X1 = (al, bl) and X2 = (a2, b2) (Fig 3). The proof 

We are now in a position to prove the main result: Lemma 2 (First triangle lemma) Assume that 

Proposition 6 Let N be a path-consistent network 
on the interval algebra with labels in the class of pre- 
convex relations. Let m be the number of nodes of the 
network. Then, for 1 5 n 5 m - 1, each instantiation 
of n variables such that the resulting instantiations on 
the edges are of maximal dimension extends to an in- 
stantiation of n + 1 variables satisfying the same con- 
dition. 

Assume that N is a path-consistent network labeled 
by pre-convex relations. Let I(N) be the associated 
convex network. 

Assume we have been able to choose instantiations 
(al,bl),..., (ad,) of&,... , X, in a way such that 
(ai, bi) is in relation ri,j with respect to (aj, bj), for 
I 5 i, j 5 n, where ri,j is a relation in cri,j of maximal 
dimension. We denote by E (the excluded set) the 
finite set {al,. . . ,a,, bl,. . ., b,}. 

For each i, I 5 i < n, consider the regions Ri = 
reg(an+l,i, (ai, b)) and RI = reg(I(an+l,i), (ai, h)). 

Because of the path-consistency of N, for each pair 
(i, j), 1 5 i, j 2 n, Ri and Rj have a non empty inter- 
section. 

Consider first prl (Ri) and pr2 (Rg ) 1 For each coordi- 
nate, this set of projections is a finite family of convex 

X c.! Y 

P 
X&2, b2) 

Figure 3: The triangle lemmas 

subsets in R. which are pairwise intersecting. Hence 
they have a non empty intersection, which is either of 
dimension 1, hence an interval, or a point. In any case, 
the intersection R’ of all R:s is a non empty convex re- 
gion in the plane, and R’ = (prl( R’) x prz(R’)) II H. 

Assume now that one of the projections of R’ is a 
point a. Suppose for instance that it is the first pro- 
jection. 

Consider all the non empty convex regions prl (RI). 
By lemma 1, either there exists io such that prl(Ri,) = 
{a}, or there exists a pair of indexes ir , i2 such that 
prl(R:,) = (-,a] and prl(Ri2) = [a, -). 

the labels are convex relations, and that the instanti- 
ation induced on (X2, Xl) is of maximal dimension in 

Y* 
Then, if R’, = reg(cu, (al, bl)) and RL = 

reg(P, (a2, b2)), ‘t a cannot be the case that prl(R/,) = 
(-,a] and prl(Rh) = [a, -) (i.e. that both regions 
project onto intervals meeting at a). 

Proof of the first triangle lemma 
Suppose we are dealing with the first projection. 

Because of path-consistency, we can choose an in- 
stance (x, y) of X such that all constraints are sat- 
isfied. Hence, in particular, x = a. This implies that a 
is one of the endpoints of (al, bl). By the same token, 
it is one of the endpoints of (a2, b2). Hence, for some 
p, q, 1 5 p, q 5 2, the p-th endpoint of (al, bl) is the 
same as the q-th endpoint of (a2, b2). By proposition 5, 
we know that this last condition remains true for all 
instantiations of y. 

Leaving (al, bl) fixed, choose an instantiation (x:, y) 
of X such that x < a, and such that the resulting rela- 
tion is in a, which is possible because of the assump- 
tion on prl (reg( o’, (al, b,))). Path consistency implies 
that we should be able to choose (a;, bh) in such a 
way that the resulting relations on X, X2 and X2, Xi 
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belong to /3 and y respectively. However, for any rela- 
tion in y, the p-th endpoint of (al, br) is the same as 
the q-th endpoint of (a/2, b/2). Now x is strictly smaller 
than this common point. But x should also belong 
to P-1 bY 0% (4 > bi))), whose left endpoint is the q- 
th endpoint of (n/2, bi). Hence we get a contradiction. 
This proves the lemma. 

Lemma 3 (Second triangle lemma) Assume that 
the labels are pre-convex relutions, and that the instan- 
tiation induced on (X2, Xl) is of maximal dimension 
in y. 

If for some projection k prk(reg(a, (al, bl))) is a 
point a, with a E (~2, bz}, then prk(reg(P, (~2, bz))) = 

-w 

Proof of the second triangle lemma 
We may assume that we are dealing with the first 

projection prl. By path-consistency, we can find an in- 
stantiation (x, y) of X such that a relation in o holds on 
(X, Xl), and a relation in p holds on (X, X2). Hence 
x = a must be one of al and 61: it is the p-th element 
of (al, bl), for 1 2 p 5 2. Assume that a is the q-th el- 
ement in (az, bz), 1 2 q 5 2. Then the instantiation of 
y we are considering makes the p-th element of (al, bl) 
coincide with the q-th element of (aq, bz). By propo- 
sition 5, this must also be true for any other atomic 
relation in y. 

Now suppose that prl(reg(P, (~2, bz))) contains a 
point x’ # a. Keeping (~2, b2) as an instantiation of 
X2, choose a point (x’, y’) in reg(P, (~2, bz))) as an in- 
stantiation of X. 

By path-consistency, we can instantiate Xi by 
(u/l, b/,) in such a way that all constraints are met. 
Since some atomic relation in (u holds, x’ is the p-th 
element in (u/l, bi). Because of y, the p-th element 
of (ui, bi) coincides with the q-th element of (~2, bz), 
which is a. Hence we get a contradiction. 

We can now give the proof 
reason on the dimension of R' 

of the main result. We 

R' is of dimension 2 
In that case, both projections of R’ are convex in- 

tervals. Hence each RI is also of dimension 2, which 
means that each on+r,i is of dimension 2. Choose an 
instantiation (a, b) in R’ for Xn+r such that neither a 
nor b belongs to E. Then the resulting instantiation 
of each I(a,+r,i) is an atomic relation of dimension 2, 
because neither a nor b coincides with ui or bi. More- 
over, because it is of maximal dimension, this atomic 
relation is in fact in on+r,i. 

R’ is of dimension 1 
Assume now that one of the projections of R' is a 

point a. Suppose for instance that it is the first pro- 
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jection. 
Choose b in the second projection of R’ such that b 

is not in E. Instantiate X,+1 as (a, b). We claim that 
this instantiation meets all requirements. 

Firstly, by the first triangle lemma, there exists ie 
such that a is the first projection of R&. 

Now, for each i, consider RI. Since R’ is of dimension 
1, each R: must be of dimension 1 or 2. 

If it is of dimension 2, then both its projections are 
intervals. Using the second triangle lemma for the tri- 
angle (&+I, Xi, Xi,), we conclude that a is neither ui 
nor bi. Since neither a nor b is in {ai, bi), (a, b) in- 
stantiates a relation of dimension 2 which belongs to 
%+1,i- 

If R: is of dimension 1, its first projection must be 
a point (if its second projection were a point, the sec- 
ond projection of R’ would be a point too). Hence 
it is a, which coincides with ui or bi. Since b is not 
in E, (a, b) instantiates a relation of dimension 1 in 
I(ara+i,i), which is itself of dimension 1, which implies 
that the instantiated relation is in fact in a,+r,i. 

R’ is of dimension 0 
Hence R’ is (a, b) , for some a and b. 
If R: is of dimension 2, the second triangle lemma 

implies that neither a nor b is one of ui or bi. Hence 
(a, b) instantiates a relation of dimension 2, which con- 
sequently in in on+r,i itself. 

If R: is of dimension 1, one of its projections is ui 
or bi, while the other is of dimension 1. Using the 
second triangle lemma again, we conclude that this 
other projection is neither ui nor bi. 

Finally, if Ra is of dimension 0, we are instantiating 
equality, as we should. 

This concludes the proof. 

Higher dimensions 
In this section, we briefly describe how the main result 
of this paper extends to the wider context of general- 
ized intervals, as defined and studied in (Ligozat 1990; 
1991). We recall some basic definitions. 

(p, q)-relations and their representations 

If n is a positive integer, a n-interval X = (Xl, . . . , X,) 
in a total order T is a strictly increasing sequence 
x1 < . . . < X, of elements of T. Let p and q be two 
positive integers. We consider the set IIP,s of atomic 
relations between a p-interval X = (Xi, . . . , XP) and a 
q-interval Y = (Yr, . . . , Y4). Numbering 0, . . . ,2q the 
zones defined by Y, we can encode the set of atomic re- 
lations we get in this way as the set of non-decreasing 
sequences of p integers between 0 and 2q, which do 
not contain more than one occurrence of the same odd 
integer. 



This encoding gives an embedding of I&,, in the 
Euclidean space IIF’. The product order on this set 
makes it into a distributive lattice (Ligozat 1991). 

On the other hand, each relation in np,4 is associ- 
ated with a region in H, where M is the pdimensional 
cone in RP defined by Xr < X2 < s-e< Xp. 

In particular, the regions associated to pre-convex 
relations verify the same conditions as in Allen’s case. 

Pre-convex relations in II,,, 

The notions of convex relations ((Ligozat 1990; 1991)), 
topological closure and interval closure can be defined 
exactly in the same way as in the case of Allen’s re- 
lations; hence we can define a pre-convex relation as a 
relation whose topological closure is convex. 

The equivalent characterizations described by 1 are 
still valid. 

Finding feasible scenarios for pre-convex 
relations 

We can prove in this more general setting that find- 
ing a feasible scenario can be done by using the same 
strategy as in Allen’s case, namely, by choosing on each 
edge of a pre-convex constraint network a relation of 
maximal dimension. A close examination of the proofs 
of the triangle lemmas shows that they are valid in 
this generalized setting . Both lemmas need the fol- 
lowing fact, which generalizes Proposition 5 (we use 
the canonical representation of elements of X-L,,, as se- 
quences of p integers between 0 and 2q) : 

Proposition 7 Let or’ be u pre-convex relation of di- 
mension d in IHpIQ, r = (rl, . . . , rr,) un atomic relation 
in a of maximul dimension d. Then, for any atomic 
relation r’ = (r{, . . . , r;) in Q, ri = r: for euch i such 
that ri is an odd integer (which is the case for p - d 
values of i). 

Corollary 2 Under the same conditions, every pair of 
endpoints which is identified by r is also identified by 
r’. 

Conclusions 
We considered the class of pre-convex relations in 
Allen’s algebra. This class coincides with the class of 
ORD-Horn relations defined by Nebel and Biirckert. 
We showed that, for any path-consistent network with 
pre-convex labels, a feasible scenario can be obtained 
without backtrack by using a simple strategy. The 
proof of this fact, which implies Nebel and Biirckert’s 
result about the tractability of ORD-Horn relations, 
uses the geometric properties of pre-convex relations. 
The basic fact is that pre-convex relations are almost 
as good as convex ones, in the sense that, if they are 

not entirely characterized by their projections, the dif- 
ference is only in lower dimensions. Because of this 
property, most of the reasoning can be done compo- 
nentwise, and ultimately reduces to Helly’s theorem in 
dimension one, which is an elementary result. 

We also sketched how this result extends to pre- 
convex relations between generalized intervals. 

These results show that pre-convex, rather than 
ORD-Horn relations, are the appropriate object of 
study in higher dimension. 

The techniques we used for temporal calculi can also 
be used in other frameworks, including some qualita- 
tive spatial calculi. For instance, an analogous (but 
simpler) proof shows that the class of pre-convex re- 
lations in the North/ South/ East/West calculus de- 
scribed in (Ligozat 1993) has similar properties. 
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